Personalized contents based on cognitive level of student’s computational thinking for learning basic competencies of programming using an environment b-learning
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ABSTRACT
The main objective of the research is to determine the efficiency of using an environment b-learning in the acquisition of basic skills of programming though customizing the content for each student, to achieve a set of activities that can be used will be designed in the Moodle platform and contribute to teaching an initial programming course, considering three skill levels (basic, intermediate and advanced) of computational thinking of students. A mixed methodology approach will be implemented to achieve the objectives. The quantitative approach, whose characteristics using statistical measure phenomena, experimentation and use cause-effect analysis allow a sequential, deductive and testing process in generating results. The qualitative approach is conducted basically in natural environments and meanings are extracted from data allow a process that context the phenomenon and depth of ideas. To measure the cognitive level of students in computational thinking, instruments will be designed based on the bank of items released by the Computer Olympiad Talent Search in order to have reliable instruments (international proposal), valid (measures learning) and objectives (it focuses on the concept to measure) that they match with contents of subject. The main result is to generate personalized education, a learning experience that contributes to student motivation in tune with the academic goals of initial programming courses.
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1. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION THAT DRIVES THE DISSERTATION RESEARCH
The teacher is the key piece of functionality and efficiency of a university educational model for selecting under his experience and creativity a learning environment, he allows achieve specific objectives. Computer programming is an activity that creates software technology; however, there are careers that only bet on the model of learning in classroom.

In the material of subject matters is generally indicated what is to be taught and orientation of the strategy to achieve the objectives, i.e., indicated the course content, methods and techniques, as well as the means and teaching materials, but make no mention of technologies or support of a technological medium, being in the network are good choices of material for learning a programming language, such as Codecademy, Learnjava and AIDE. Internet may well provide information to students about the contents of the class, offer codes programs and videos that illustrate the development with new technologies, but there is the problem of the acquisition of basic skills to learn computer programming and development software in general; the main reason "from the point of view of the student is not to have the right mental abilities to solve problems" [1], considering the concept of Computational Thinking (CT) popularized by Jeannette M. Wing [2] and recently introduced by Google for Education, the student lacks a set of skills and techniques to "the process of solving a problem, such as logical ordering, data analysis and creating solutions using a series of orderly steps, it is therefore essential for the development of computer applications"[3]. The work to be performed will offer an educational innovation from content design, personalized educational service and measurement of computational thinking of students to avoid "repeated courses of past experiences and exemplify a transfer of knowledge through assessing the effectiveness of learning and student motivation with active participation of institutional resources" [4].

2. STATE OF THE ART
The term computational thinking was made popular by Jeannette M. Wing, with her definition “computational thinking involves solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behaviour, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer science” [2]. Wing revisited the topic and provided this new definition “Computational thinking is the thought processes involved in formulating
problems and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an information-processing agent" [5]. Garcia defined computational thinking as “the application of high level of abstraction and an algorithmic approach to solve any kind of problems” [6]. Interest in teaching the Computational Thinking at an early age is presented through the document Standards in Computer Science [7] at North America, project and website TACCLE3 from Spain [8] with work in progress [9], [10] and Computing our future [11], and its impact is important that James and George [12] considers a root element for the success of the student in Computer Science. To teach programming methodology, it would be useful to know the cognitive level of student in Computational Thinking through an assessment, as the work presented by Roman Perez and Jimenez who designed a Test of computational thinking and displayed for "measures pre-test of initial level and early detection of students with high aptitude for computer programming tasks" [13].

Personalized education [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and its relationship with ICT provides an approach to "help every human being to establish and maintain valuable links with reality" [20] and Gao say that "it will take the place of the standard education" [21], a recent example is the work of Tekin, adapting teaching methodologies, particularly the sequence the material is presented to the student in order to improve the final grade for the course digital signal processing [22]. Moodle is a popular and very good tool in the academic environment that serves as assistant in academic communication between teacher and student use in 224 countries and 69 375 registered sites confirm [23]. Moodle allows blended learning model, as described by Garcia [24], with results reported in the context of higher education [25], [26]. The development of activities in the Moodle platform contribute to student academic growth, understanding that each is unique as a person and learn mode and different rhythms and to achieve it can be tailored experiences contributions such as Sein-Echaluce, Fidalgo and Garcia inverse applying methodology supported teaching b-learning to "bring home the lesson and homework to the class" [27] in the course of programming.

3. HYPOTHESIS STATEMENT
The research work is guided by the following question.

What basic programming skills obtained by students studying an initial course of programming methodology by participating in a b-learning model that provides personalized content based on their cognitive level of computational thinking?

The hypothesis for the above question is:

The participation of students in a b-learning environment designed based on their uniqueness of learning and personalization content from the cognitive level of computational thinking, contributes to the acquisition of basic skills programming.

4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
General objectives:

• Determine the efficiency of using an environment b-learning in the acquisition of basic skills of programming customizing the content for each student.
• Design a set of activities, considering three skill levels (basic, intermediate and advanced) of computational thinking of students, which can be used in the Moodle platform and contribute to teaching an initial programming course.

Specific objectives:

• Assess the current contents of the Moodle platform used in the course of programming methodology taking as a case study ICT division at the Technological University of Puebla.
• Review the status of art through a systematic review of the literature on the use of b-learning environments in teaching programming and customization of content considering the uniqueness of the students on their knowledge of computational thinking.
• Determine the parameters for measuring the efficiency of activities designed for teaching programming methodology and future proposals.

5. APPROACH AND METHODS
The research methodology provides a way to carry out scientific research as well as "activities that the investigator must make to develop a study for the purpose of producing knowledge and theories or solve practical problems" [28]. Scientific research is conceived as a set of systematic and empirical processes applied to the study of a phenomenon; it is dynamic, changing and evolving, it manifests itself in three ways: quantitative, qualitative and mixed. The project to be developed will generate new knowledge by offering a comprehensive solution in the acquisition of basic skills programming to students who study a degree in engineering or any variations called in relation to software development; in addition to addressing two basic questions: "how fast is it possible to teach students to learn more effectively and how is possible to teach all students that learn at higher power" [29].

A mixed approach is that will be implemented to achieve the objectives. The quantitative approach whose characteristics using statistical measure phenomena, experimentation and use cause-effect analysis allow a sequential, deductive and testing process in generating results. The qualitative approach is conducted basically in natural environments and meanings are extracted from data allow a process that context the phenomenon and depth of ideas.

Considering the case study, the population includes all new students who study the subject Programming Methodology in the period from September to December 2016, the allocation of students and teachers is determined by the director ICT division, at least two groups representing experimental groups will be chosen and those who work with the classroom method represent control groups. The experimental groups will be used to initially know the number of students who have clear definition of Information Technology, that is, if they know the career they are studying, measure the skills of computational thinking and to determine the content of your personalized learning. Although generally the research is done on a sample of the population by saving time and resources, it is possible that in the
experimental and control groups can apply the respective instruments, still we have a sample no probabilistic or targeted because of characteristics of research, as students choosing not depend on the probability, and be exploratory in qualitative approach to document b-learning experience of students.

To measure the cognitive level of students in computational thinking, we will design a test based on "the bank of items released by the Computer Olympiad Talent Search" [13] in order to have reliable instruments (international proposal), valid (measures learning) and goals (focus is on the concept to measure) that match with the contents of the subject.

6. RESULTS

We have a justified proposal to use the evaluation of Computational Thinking and determine how to study the course of programming methodology for new students. The Selby’s study [30] explores the relationship between the CT, teach programming and Bloom's taxonomy; initially developed a definition of CT skills including generalization, decomposition, abstraction, algorithmic design and evaluation; subsequently mapped to the cognitive domain of Bloom's taxonomy to concentrate as follows: at the Application level skill Generalization, Analysis skills of Abstraction and Decomposition, Synthesis ability of algorithmic design and Evaluation corresponds to the ability evaluation.

The definition of the relationship that we have between knowledge of the course Programming Methodology and the CT is as follows:

- The thematic unit One: "basics" in the concept Knowledge indicates in his six verbs issues of level two of Bloom's taxonomy (Identify, recognize and describe), in the concept Know to Do a verb at the same level and other in fourth (Sketch) so they are in the Know level and Analyze level therefore correspond to the skills of Abstraction and Decomposition.

- The thematic unit Two: "expressions" used in the three subjects the verb Identify in concept Knowledge that corresponds to level two of Bloom, while in the concept Know to Do uses twice verbs of level three Apply corresponding to the Generalization ability.

- The thematic unit Three: "algorithms and flowcharts" has four themes, the concept Knowledge displayed verbs of cognitive level two Understanding and the concept Know to Do a verb level five Evaluate, besides indicating programming exercises using the paradigm structured programming, so corresponds to the skills Evaluation and Algorithmic design.

Therefore, using the mentioned relationship and the manner in which are determined the contents of the subject, the reagents are chosen to evaluate the CT of new students and provide an initial learning environment where motivated to study the subject with based on the identified skills.

The reagents were chosen from two recognized sources at International level: the contest “about informatics and computational fluency school age” [13] UK Bebras [31] and Computer Olympiad Talent Search [32], “that aims to guide South African students with more skills in CT towards technical careers”; because its original form is in English, a Spanish translation is done. The Bebras exercise called Mobile assesses greatly the ability of decomposition, the ratio of the image with the expression of numbers and parentheses leads to determine that the mobile is a small mobile composition see Figure 1.

The exercise named Kangaroo, also Bebras, noted for its assessment of abstraction as the student chooses, analyzes and determines what information is attending to get the correct answer of the problem, see Figure 2. The third exercise taken from Bebras named Spies focuses on evaluating the ability of generalization; because once that verifies the right solution for the initial problem; applied to a similar situation to solve the problem that has similar characteristics, see Figure 3. Two reagents are taken from the Computer Olympiad, the first named Beavers on the Run is chosen to evaluate the ability of algorithmic design because the student to resolve it shows your ability to understand the organization of instructions for solving a problem, in this case the indications for beavers cross holes, see Figure 4. The second reagent named Puddle Jumping is chosen to determine the ability of evaluation, perform step by step instructions to complete the exercise and obtain the requested response, see Figure 5.

During the first days of September the test is applied to 65 new students. The following results for each of the reagents were obtained:

To exercise that evaluates decomposition 33.8% answers the correct answer. To exercise that evaluates abstraction 52.3% got the right answer. To exercise that evaluates generalization 36.9% answered correctly. To exercise that evaluates the algorithmic design 73.8% responded appropriately. To the question that assessment the ability of evaluation 67.7% selected the answer. Full results are in Figure 6.

Figure 1. Description of Mobile with an expression: (-3 (-1 1) (1 1)) (2 3)
IC and 1D groups offer an inhomogeneous work, which corresponds to the individuality of students; the activities proposed to offer the student an initial learning environment based on reagents answered correctly, they are identified in 10 stages:

**Scenario 1. Five right answers**

The student has right to online material course and he can perform fifteen days after of start the quarter the evaluation of the thematic units through tests developed using the Moodle platform and deliver practical exercises created by the academy, if approving the results, the student accredits the course, otherwise a date for the review in person teacher-student exercises is determined, doubts are clarified and the student can choose, new practical exercises to evaluate or take the online course.

**Scenario 2. Wrong exercise Beavers on the Run**

The student must reinforce the algorithmic design with exercises through the Moodle platform, perform full course evaluations one month after the quarter started and determine whether he accredits the subject or choose to take it online.
Scenario 3. Wrong exercise Puddle Jumping
Strengthen sequential, decision and repetition structures, coding specific exercises that solve a problem using the control structures. Scheduling attendance counseling for these issues and laboratory practice, make full course evaluations a month after the quarter started and determine to approve the subject or choose to take it online.

Scenario 4. Wrong exercises Beavers on the Run and Puddle Jumping
The student has right to use the online material course and he can practice activities to programs exercises of structured programming proposed by the academy, he can schedule three sessions of counseling with the teacher and he may ask the evaluation of online surveys and practical exercises a month started the quarter. If accredits their assessments, also the course, otherwise he can choose to take the course online or semi-distance.

Scenario 5. Wrong exercise Spies
Strengthen evaluation of arithmetic, logical and relational expressions considering the hierarchy of operators through coding exercises using calculations and conditional operations; make a month after the quarter started full course evaluations and determine whether he accredits or choose to take it online.

Scenario 6. Wrong exercises Beavers on the Run, Puddle Jumping and Spies
The student can work a semi-distance model, where the course material and activities will be released based on the specified time on the road course, requesting counseling sessions with the teacher of the course, make the practices and examinations at times marked by the academy.

Scenario 7. Right exercise Kangaroo or Mobile
The student has basic skills, but particularly necessary for learning programming, so he can choose for a semi-distance environment, but with an attention in person counseling regular in laboratory practices; perform departmental evaluations indicated by the academy and the student will perform practical exercises to develop the skills they need reinforcement, Generalization and Algorithmic design.

Scenario 8. Wrong on all reagents
There is a possibility that student does not have skills to study the Career and the thematic unit three will be difficult to understand (control structures and algorithmic design), so it is recommended in student-teacher-principal meeting to assess the vocational profile. It is very sure that the classroom course is the best option for the student.

Scenario 9. Wrong exercises Mobile and Kangaroo
The student will work with a semi-distance model; he must select one day peer week for laboratory practice.

Scenario 10. Right exercises Beavers on the run and Puddle Jumping
The student can study online first two thematic units, after five weeks work with a semi-distance model.

Future work is to get more results of the proposed scenarios and the level learning of student when they graduate the first quarter.
7. DISSERTATION STATUS
Guided by the calendar proposed in research plan, it is being met with the implementation of activities, in addition to being performing the tasks in respective month. Table 1 indicates in gray activities that are current and in black the activities implemented for the period 2015-2016; in the same way Table 2 indicates for the period 2016-2017.
Table 1. Activities in cycle 2015-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative transactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointment of Director</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration of the research plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check and approval of the project. Systematic review of literature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of articles for publication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and validation of instruments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Activities in cycle 2016-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thesis writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative transactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of articles for publication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. CURRENT AND EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
Currently they are used seven of the ten proposed scenarios personalized learning for 65 students. The application of computational thinking test allowed the generation of the working groups; the important work of research is underway, information and observations that can be obtained may be used for future courses even outside the University.
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